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ABSTRACT 
For a real Frtchet space X with dual X’ the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) X admits a continuous norm. 
(b) Every convex and weakly compact subset of X is the closed convex hull of its exposed points. 
(c) For every X-valued. countably additive measure v there exists I’ in .Y’ such that I, is ~.\-‘IJ~- 
continuous. 
I, INTRODUCTION 
Bartle et al. in [BDS] and Lewis in [L] developed integration theories (see 
also [KK]) in order to integrate scalar functions with respect to a vector meas- 
ure. Kluvanek and Knowles in [KK] and, more recently, Curbera in [C] and 
Okada in [0] among others, have studied the locally convex and lattice struc- 
ture of the space of equivalence classes of scalar integrable functions with re- 
spect to a vector measure. Rybakov’s theorem is a very important tool in the 
theory of vector measures. It says that for every countably additive vector 
measure v with values in a Banach space X there exists I’ in X’ such that v is 
absolutely continuous with respect to ]_Y’Y]. Is this true in Frechet spaces? The 
following examples show that the answer is na in general. 
* This research has been partially supported by La Consejeria de Education y Ciencia de la Junta 
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Example 1.1 (see [KK, VI.3. Example 11). A non-atomic measure. Let X = w 
be the Frtchet space of all scalar sequences, B the a-algebra of the Bore1 sets in 
[0, I], and X the Lebesgue measure. Then 
zl:EEB+zl(E):= x En ( ( (;&])),tw~ 
is a vector measure for which v is not absolutely continuous with respect to 
Ix’v] for any x’ E X’. 
Example 1.2. A purely atomic measure. Let X = w and P(N) the a-algebra of 
all subsets of N = { 1,2,. . .}. Then v : P(N) + w given by v(E) = XE, for each 
E E P(N), is obviously a vector measure for which v is not absolutely con- 
tinuous with respect to Ix’YI for any x’ E X’. 
In Section 2 of this work we characterize those Frechet spaces that verifv 
Rybakov’s theorem (see Theorem 2.2). 
In Section 3 we apply these results to obtain concrete representations of in- 
dividual members of the dual of the space of scalar integrable functions with 
respect to a vector measure, thereby extending results of [O]. 
Our notation is standard and can be consulted in [DU], [J] and [KK]. 
2. RYBAKOV’S THEOREM IN FRfiCHET SPACES 
The classical result of Bartle, Dunford and Schwartz asserts that every 
Banach-valued countably additive measure v has a control measure p [BDS, 
2.4. Corollary]. Fifteen years later, Rybakov proved in [R] that the measure p 
may be taken to be of the form ]x’vJ for certain x’ in the dual of the Banach 
space. Let us mention that the Bartle-Dunford-Schwartz theorem is also true 
in Frechet spaces (see [KK, 11.1. Corollary 2 of Theorem 11) but, as we com- 
mented before, Rybakov’s theorem is not. 
In what follows we denote by X a real Frechet space and by (I . I,), an in- 
creasing sequence of seminorms defining the topology of X. By C we denote a 
a-algebra of subsets of a point set 0. 
We will say that a Frechet space X has Rybakov’s property if for every 
countably additive measure v : C + X there exists an element x’ in X’ such 
that u is absolutely continuous with respect to Ix’Y~ (notation: v < Ix’v]), i.e. 
v(A) -+ 0 if and only if ]x’r,I(A) + 0, A E C. 
Here ]x’vI denotes the total variation measure of the signed measure x’v : 
E + [w defined by x’v : E H x’(v(E)), for E E C. 
Our next theorem says that the Frechet spaces having Rybakov’s property 
are precisely those spaces which admit a continuous norm. By a classical result 
of Bessaga and Pelczynski [BP] (see also [J, Theorem 7.2.71) these are the spaces 
that do not contain a (complemented) copy of the space w of all scalar se- 
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quences. Let us mention that the class of Frechet spaces with continuous norm 
contains, among others, the space of rapidly decreasing sequences (in [w) 
s := (uk)k E w : F laklkn < 0~1, for all n = 1,2.. . 
k=l 
with the topology given by the family of norms 
x 
II(ak)klln = c laklk”- (“k)k E s. 
k=l 
This space is of fundamental importance in the theory of nuclear spaces. See 
[J, 1.7.E]. More generally, every echelon space (or Kothe sequence space) has a 
continuous norm if the steps are all positive. 
In the proof of the theorem we follow Anantharaman’s idea (see [A] and 
[AG]) of reducing Rybakov’s theorem to the existence of exposed points in the 
range of the measure. Recall that a point x of a set K c X is called an exposed 
point if there exists a continuous linear functional f such that J’(.x) = 1 and 
f( ,v) < 1 for all _Y E K\(x). In the case of a Banach space the theorem of Amir 
and Lindenstrauss [AL, Theorem 41 guarantees the existence of exposed points 
for every convex and weakly compact subset. 
Let us observe that if a Frechet space X admits a continuous norm, say 11 11. 
then its topology can also be given by an increasing sequence of norms, namely 
II IL = I In + II II1 f or n = 1,2,. In what follows we will denote by X, the 
normed space [X, 11 II,]. Ob serve that if XL denotes the dual space of X, and X’ 
the dual space of X, then X’ = l_l,, , X,‘. Using this equality the following 
result can be easily proved. 
Lemma 2.1. For every subset K of a FrPchet space X with continuous norm ~‘e 
have that: 
(1) Theclosureoj‘Kin Xisr),,, K”, where Kn is the closure of K in X,,. 
(2) Exp(K) = U,> 1 Exp,(K),where Exp,(K) is the set of exposedpoints sf K 
in X,$ and Exp(K) is the set of exposedpoints of K in X. 
Theorem 2.2. For every Frdchet space X thefollowing conditions are equivalent: 
(1) Xadmits a continuous norm. 
(2) Every weakly compact convex subset of X is the closed convex hull qf’its 
exposedpoints. 
(3) Xhus Rybakov’sproperty. 
Proof. (1) + (2) Let (11 . II,), b e a fundamental system of increasing norms 
defining the topology of X and denote by (Xn), the sequence of associated 
normed spaces. 
Let K be a g(X, X’)-compact convex subset of X. Since the identity map 
from X to X,, is weakly continuous for every n. we have that K is convex and 
a(X,, X,)-compact for every n. Let z denote the Banach space completion of -- 
X,. Then K is still a(Xn, X,‘)-compact if interpreted as a subset of z. Since ex- 
posed points of K are the same as those of K considered as a part of x, it fol- 
lows from [AL, Theorem 41 applied in x that 
(1) K = co(Exp,(K))“, for every n, 
where the closure is taken in X,. 
Since Xd & X’ we observe that Exp,(K) c Exp(K) for all n. By applying the 
lemma above and (1) we obtain 
K C $, co(Exp,#))” = co(Exp(K)). 
The other inclusion is trivial. 
(2) + (3) Let v 
q 
The next result establishes the Frechet (with continuous norm) version of 
Walsh’s theorem (a strengthened version of Rybakov’s theorem) for Banach 
spaces. See [WI. 
Given a Frechet space X and a countably additive measure v : C + X we 
define the subset D, of X’ by D, = {x’ E X’ : v < Ix’vl}. 
Theorem 2.3. Let X be a Frdchet space and let u : C --) X be a countably additive 
measure such that D, # 8. Then 
(i) D, is 0(X’, X)-dense in X’, and 
(ii) there exists a basis of 0-neighborhoodsu = (U,,), in Xsuch that D, f’ Uno is 
p(X’, X)-dense in U,,‘for every n = 1,2,. . . 
Remark. If X admits a continuous norm, then the hypothesis D, # 0 is satis- 
fied for every X-valued measure v (cf. Theorem 2.2). 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. (i) Take x’ E X’ and let H be an arbitrary bounded 
subset of X. Take an element z’ E D,. It is clear that there exists a constant 
(Y > 1 such that I( x’ - z’, x) 1 5 a for all x E H. Consider the finite countably 
additive scalar measures given by x’v and z’v. By applying [DU, Lemma 1X.2.11 
we obtain that there exists some to E (1 - I/a, 1) such that y’ := 
tgx’ + (1 - to)z’ E D,. Now observe that for every .7c E H 
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I(x’-y’,x)I = 1(x’- t()x’- (1 -t&.x)/ 
= (1 - fg)](X - z’,x)j 5 1. 
Therefore, (x’ + H”) n D, # 0 and we have the density of the set D, in X’. 
(ii) Let V = (K), b e any decreasing basis of O-neighborhoods in X and 
choose any z’ E D,. Then there exists a positive integer p such that I’ E C:,5 for 
all 11 > p. Choose any non-empty and bounded set H c X and keep it fixed. 
Choose any integer IZ > p. Given .Y’ E I’,,” construct the element J!’ = 
t& + (1 - to):’ of D, (relative to H) as in (i). Since x’ E V,” and I’ E V,;‘ it 
follows that J,’ E v, that is, y’ E D,, n I$:,“. The conclusion follows by taking 
U,, = V, + ,1 1 for all tz > 1. 0 
3. ELEMENTS OF THE DUAL OF L’(u,X) 
In this section we will obtain a representation for the members of the dual of 
the space of equivalence classes of scalar integrable functions with respect to a 
vector measure by adapting the ideas and results given by Okada in [O]. 
Our notation throughout this section will be the following. Consider a 
countably additive measure v : C + X defined on a c-algebra C of subsets of R 
with values in a real Frechet space X. Denote by (1 I,),, an increasing sequence 
of seminorms defining the topology of X and let L’ (u, X) be the space of 
(classes of v-almost everywhere equal) scalar integrable functions with respect 
to L/. See [L] for the definitions and related results. Equipped with the topology 
of convergence in mean L’ (v, X) is a Frechet space. Indeed, a fundamental 
system of seminorms for this topology is given by 
Ili.flll,, := sup 
{ 
i If(dlX’VI, x’ E u; . 
i 
J’ E L’(v.X), I2 = 1,2,. 
where Uno denotes the polar of the unit ball for the seminorm I In. 
If T is an element of the dual space of L’ (v, X) we can define a scalar finite 
additive measure XT : C + IR by the formula 
XT(A) = T(xA), A E C. 
Actually, this measure is countably additive by the dominated convergence 
theorem for vector measures (see [KK. II 4. Theorem 21) and the continuity 
of T. 
The l/l /II,-semivariation of v : C + X is defined as the set function lll~lll~ : 
C + [0, 0~;) given by 
lll~ill,(E) = sup{lx’vl(E) : x’ E U,“}, E E C. 
foreachn= 1,2,... 
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a F&chef space, u : C + X a countably additive measure 
and T : L’(v, A’) --j R a continuous linear functional. Then, with the above 
notation, the jbllowing statements hold. 
(A) There exist a constant K > 0 and a non-negative integerp such that 
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IhI(E) 5 Jwll,(~>~ E E c> 
foralln 2 p. 
(B) The inclusion L’ (v, X) c L’ (XT) holds in the sense of vector spaces, and 
T(f) = J’f db, f E L+J). 
R 
(C) IfI%, # 
Proof. (A) The continuity of T guarantees the existence of K > 0 and a non- 
negative integer p such that 
IT(f)] 5 KIllfIll,> S E L’kOO 
Fix E E C and let (Ek) r= 1 be a C-partition of E. Then, for suitable numbers 
0, E {-1,l) we have, by the linearity of T, that 
= Kktdllp = Kb’tli,(E)~ 
where we have used the fact that ]llf]]l, = 111 If]l]l, for allf E L’ (v, X). Since the 
partition of E is arbitrary it follows that 
But, Wn”)n>p is an increasing sequence of sets in X’ and so it is clear that this 
inequality also holds when p is replaced by any integer n > p. 
(B) To prove L’ (v, X) c L’ (XT) it suffices to show that every non-negative 
function f E L’ (v, X) belongs to L’(XT). To see this, choose a sequence of C- 
simple functions 0 5 fi 5 fz < . . . 5 f which increases pointwise to f on R. By 
the dominated convergence theorem for vector measures we have XEfk -+ XEf 
in L’ (v, X) [KK, II 4. Theorem 21 for each E E C. The continuity of T implies 
that T(xEfk) 4 T(xEf) ask + co. That is, the sequence T(xEfk) = JE fk dXT, 
fork=1,2,..., is convergent in R! for each E E C, from which it follows that 
f E L’(Xr) [L, Lemma 2.31. By the dominated convergence theorem for XT it 
also follows (now knowing that f E L’(XT)) that Jo fk dXr + J0 f dXT, which 
establishes that Jo f dXr = T(f ). 
(C) Let J : L’(v, X) + L’ (XT) be the natural inclusion map. Suppose that 
(fk)k is a sequence from L’(v, X) which converges to f E L’(v, X) and that 
(Jfk)k converges in L’ (XT) to an element g. Fix any x’ E D,. Then, dividing by a 
suitable positive scalar if necessary, we may assume that x’ E Uno for some po- 
sitive integer n. Then 
d If -hlW4 5 lllf -hill, - 0 as k - 00, 
showing that fk ---f f in L’ ( Ix’v~). So, th ere is a subsequence which converges 
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lx’vl-a.e. to f’ and, in particular (since v CC lxJ1/l j, it also converges v-a.e. But, 
clearly Xr << v and it follows that g = Jf‘. Hence, J is continuous by the closed 
graph theorem. q 
Lemma 3.2. Let X be a Fr&het space and u : C + X a countably additive meas- 
ure such that D,, # 0. Let B E C be arbitrary and n any non-negative integer. Then 
111~jll,(B) = sup{)x’vl(B) : X’ E D, n U,,‘}. 
Proof. It is enough to prove that for every E > 0 we have that 
(2) 111~lll,,(B) 5 s~p{l.d~l(B) : .Y’ E D, n un’} + E. 
Given E > 0, by the definition of \(I Ill,-semivariation, there exists 2’ E U,p such 
that 
(3) 111411,,(~) < l,-‘4(B) +;. 
Now, since the set H := {v(A n B) - Y(C n B), A, C E C} is a bounded set in 
X, Theorem 2.3 assures the existence of an x’ E D, n Uno such that 
(4) I(z’,h)l < I(x’,h)I +i for all h E H. 
If {I$. k = 1.2. . , m} is a finite C-partition of the set B, and we put 
E+ := U Ek and E- := U Ek. 
Z’U(&) 2 0 Z’Y(E~ 1 < 0 
then, bearing in mind (4) we have the following chain of inequalities: 
(5) < 5 1(x’, v(E+) - v(E-))I + ; 
5 5 Ix’V(Ek)\ +; 
k=l 
\ 
I sup{ly’vl(B) : J” E Dun zq} +; 
Now, from (3) and (5) the desired result (3) follows. 0 
For the measure v we denote by L”(V) the space of (equivalence classes of) 
measurable functions f : 0 ----t R which are essentially bounded with respect to 
V. The main theorem of this section is the following. 
Theorem 3.3. Let X be a FrFrPchet space and u : C ---f X a countably additive 
measure such that D, # 0. Let Tbe an element of the dual space of L’ (u, X). Then 
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there exist an element g E L”(u), a pairwise disjoint sequence (En),, in C and a 
sequence (xi),, in X’ such that 
T(f) = l?I _!- fg 4x,)4, f E L’(u, J-1. 
n=l En 
Moreover, the series C,“=, SE, g d( x’u 1s unconditional1.v summable in the n ) 
weak * topology. 
Proof. Let U = (UN), be a basis of O-neighborhoods in X such that D, n U; is 
/?(X’, X)-dense in U,,’ for every n; see Theorem 2.3. 
By Lemma 3.1(A) we can check that the measure XT associated to the func- 
tional T is absolutely continuous with respect to ]x’vJ for all x’ E D,. Fix 
x’ E D, in which case the v-null sets and Jx’vl-null sets coincide. By the 
Radon-Nikodym theorem there exists g,! E L’ (x’v) such that 
(6) XT(E) = JgXr dlx’ul for all E E C. 
E 
We will use an exhaustion procedure to construct the sequences (E,), and (XL), 
and also to define the bounded function g. 
Consider the measurable set 
E(x’) := {w E R : Ig,,(w)I < 2K}, 
where the constant K is that of Lemma 3.1 (A). 
A set belonging to C is said to have the property (P) if it is contained in E(x’) 
for some x’ E D,. Then it is clear that 
(i) Every measurable subset of a set with the property (P) also has the 
property (P). 
By [KK, 11.1. Corollary 2 of Theorem l] there exists a control measure I_L for 
the vector measure V. We will prove in a moment that 
(ii) If B is in C and p(B) > 0, then there exists a measurable set C c B, 
having the property (P) and b(C) > 0. 
Take a positive integer k large enough so that Lemma 3.1(A) holds and also 
lllaJB) > 0. 
Now, according to Lemma 3.2 we can choose x’ E D, n Ui such that 
(7) Ill4kP) < 2lx’4W 
We will check that Ix’vl(Brl E(x’)) > 0, from which it follows that 
IIIvIJ(~(B n E(x’)) > 0 and, since p is a control measure for v we obtain finally 
that p(B n E(x’)) > 0. The set C := B n E(x’) then suffices for (ii). 
Let us point out that 
(8) 2(~‘4(Bn E(x’)) = Zlx’vl(B) - ~Ix’v[(B\E(x’)). 
If w E B\E(x’), by the definition of E(x’), we have that lg,, (w)] > 2K. By (6) we 
have 
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IA,I(B\E(x’)) = J Igx’l dlx’ul L 2Klx’ul(B\E(x’)). 
(B\W’)I 
Combining this with Lemma 3.1 (A) gives 
2Kl.~‘4(B\EV)) 5 Ihw\w)) 2 ~lll~lll,~~\~b’H 
In this way we have proved that 2(x’vl(B\E(x’)) < ]]]u]]]~(B\E(_Y’)). From this 
inequality. (7) and (8) we obtain that 
wwn Jw’)) > 111~111~~~) - lll lll/((~\w)) 2 0. 
By an exhaustion procedure (see [0, Lemma 61) there exist a pairwise disjoint 
sequence (E,), in C and a p-null set N such that R = N U U,,, , E,,, and each 
E,, has the property (P). Now define the function 
g(w) = () 
{. 
p,,(w)g,;(w): if w E & 
otherwise, 
where yn is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of x;y with respect to ].x~u~. Noting 
that ]~,(w)] = 1 f or v-almost all w E E, and for each n = 1,2, . . . , it follows that 
lg] < 2K, i.e. g E Lx-(v). Finally, by the definition of the function g and the 
measure Xr (cf. (6)) we have 
for every f E L’ (v, X). 0 
We finish this section by presenting another application of Theorem 2.2 
Theorem 3.4. Let X be a real Frkhet space huving no copies oj‘u~, and let u be 
a countably udditive measure with values in X. Therz the space L’ (v. A’ ) hs no 
copies of’w. 
Proof. By [J, Theorem 7.2.71 we know that the hypothesis is equivalent to X 
admitting a continuous norm. By Theorem 2.2, the measure v has a Rybakov 
control measure X. Now it is easy to prove that 111 j’]]] := s, IfI dX defines a 
continuous norm in L’ (v, X), so this space has no copies of w. q 
Remark. It is clear that there exist vector measures _V : C + id such that 
L’ (v, LJ) has no copies of w. Indeed, there exist measures v : C - LJ such that 
sp(v(C)) coincides with w and nevertheless L’(v,ti) is a normed space. One 
example of this situation appears in [C, example of Theorem 31, but consider- 
ing the measure with values in w instead of CO. 
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